Across
3. a document written by the Pilgrims establishing themselves as a political society and setting guidelines for self-government
6. introduced a new type of tobacco that sold well in New England
11. protestants who wanted to reform the Church of England
12. establishes the colony of pennsylvania
14. puritan leader who served as a governor of Massachsetts
15. he surrender in 1766
17. he was forced to surrender New Netherland to the English
19. a person who moves to another country after leaving his or her homeland
20. American Indian princess, she saved the life of John Smith when he was captured
21. Squanto taught the Pilgrims native farming methods and helped them establish relations with the Wampanoag
22. laws passed in the colonies to control slaves
23. an attacked led by Nathaniel Bacon against American Indians and the colonial government in Virginia
24. made up one of the largest religious groups in New Jersey
25. a religious movement that swept through the colonies in the 1730's and 1740's

Down
1. a philosopher that thought people had natural rights such as equality and liberty.
2. grown only enough for yourself
4. the first permanent english settlement in North America
5. took control of the colony and built a fort in 1608
7. paid their journey to America
8. a system in which goods and slaves were traded among the Americas, Britain, and Africa
9. a movement that took place during the 1700's to spread the idea that reason and logic could improve society
10. people talked about and decided on issues of local interest, such as paying for schools
13. crops that are always needed
16. a member of a Puritan's Separatist sect that left England in the early 1600's to settle in the Americas
18. publicly discussed religious ideas that some leaders thought were radical

Word Bank
JOHNSMITH
PURITANS
TRIANGULAR TRADE
GREAT AWAKENING
TISQUANTUM
IMMIGRANTS
QUAKERS
JAMESTOWN
SLAVE CODES
PONTIAC
TOWN MEETING
WILLIAM PENN
SUBSISTENCE FARMING
MAYFLOWER COMPACT
ANNE HUTCHINSON
JOHN WINTHROP
PETER STUYVESANT
BACON'S REBELLION
PILGRIMS
JOHN LOCKE
STAPLE CROPS
POCAHONTAS
ENLIGHTENMENT
INDENTURED SERVANTS
JOHNROLFE